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Abstract 
This article begins with an exploratory problem of air refueling support, and by use of a heuristic modeling method, it 
calculates the maximum operational distance of the main fighter under three situations, which are once-takeoff and 
multi-takeoff for flying tanker respectively. The center of gravity of this article lies in that we strive to design the 
optimum program to group the flying tanker fleet and then control the air refueling opportunities. Heuristic rules and 
mathematical tools are mainly used to achieve our target. 
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1. Introduction 
 Researches on air refueling are mainly focused on the appearance, characteristics, technology and 
application of air refueling. For example, F.Wang made a study on the appearance and development of air 
refueling in [2,3]. M.J.Li did a research on the current situation of air refueling in [4] with some others. 
And F.Wang also stated some characteristics of air refueling in [6]. Some others researchers introduced 
the applications of the air refueling system in[5,7,8,9]. In this paper we strive to design the optimum 
program to group the flying tanker fleet and then control the air refueling opportunities with an eye on the 
characteristics of air refueling. Heuristic rules and mathematical tools are mainly used to achieve our 
target. 
Problem expression: suppose there is one operational aircraft (abbr. lead plane) and n refueling 
aircrafts (abbr. assist plane) at the air base named A. The speed of the lead plane is a constant equaling to 
that of the assist plane, so is the fuel consumption per unit time. And the max flying range with full tank 
of both kinds of planes is L km. The assist planes can refuel each other as well as the lead plane. Now we 
assume that the lead plane is assigned to excute a combat mission (e.g. investigation or air-drop) and all 
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the planes must return to the base after they complete their own tasks. We define that the max combat 
radius of a lead plane (abbr. combat radius) is its longest distance it can reach away from the air base A 
with the help of n assist planes and of course it must return safely.  
In the following sections, we will consider the problem separately in two cases according to some 
assumptions, namely, one-time-flight of the refueling aircrafts (each of the assist planes can only take off 
once) and multi-flights (no limit on the time of taking off of the assist planes). That is to say, we need to 
propose an optimum supply scheme to maximize the combat radius of the lead plane (obviously the lead 
plane need to return to its POD) which can organize the airplane armada reasonably as well as control the 
time node and the amount of each refueling task precisely. 
2. Research on Supply Model with One-time-flight of Refueling 
Assume that we ignore the time that planes cost when they take off vertically, land vertically, swerve 
in the air or be refueled and every plane can only take off once. We also define nr  to be the combat 
radius under these assumptions. In [10], five revelations are summarized as follows: 
Revelation 1: Coming forth and back is not the optimal solution. Once the plane turn around, it never 
change the direction. 
Revelation 2: We must refuel the lead plane as fully as we can every time we do the refueling so that 
we can ensure that the fuel is used by the lead plane as much as possible. 
Revelation 3: It’s good that the plane run out of fuel when it land at the base for the fuel is taken full 
advantaged of. 
Revelation 4: If we group the assist planes(e.g. sent-team & get-team), an average grouping way is 
better. The reason would be: if there exists too much differences between the two groups, the weak one 
would become the bottleneck that limit the combat radius, and at the same time it’s a waste of resource to 
the strong one. 
Revelation 5: In these two schemes, the two refueling point are symmetrical, that is to say, the get-
refueling point in scheme one is exactly the sent-refueling point in scheme two And the first and second 
sent-refueling point in scheme one is exactly the second and first get-refueling point in scheme two.  
Thought these revelations we  conclude the following heuristic rules to solve the max combat radius 
problem: (1)Coming forth and back is not the optimal solution. (2) Refueling as much fuel as possible 
every time the assist plane fills the lead one up. (3)Running out of fuel when planes come back to the base. 
(4) Symmetry rules. 
By the rules above, we now consider the normal case which is to say that we need to find out an 
optimal scheme to maximize the combat radius with the help of any number of assist planes. we make a 
recursion on the depth named k of the binary tree, let 2 2
kn = − ( )nr r k=  and we can get the math 
model of nr  mapping the index point 2 2
kn = − :
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Using MATLAB (see [1]), we calculate the results when k =1,…,75 and we list them as follows: 
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k 1 2 " 32 " 48 
( )r k 0.5 0.833 " 5.933 " 8.003 
k 70 71 72 73 74 75 
( )r k 10.624 10.739 10.853 10.967 11.081 11.195
Table 1: listing of corresponding relation between the combat radius and the quantity of assist planes 
with one-time-flight  
From 2 2
kn = − , we get 2log ( 2)k n= + . We use logarithmic function 2log ( )nr a n b c= + +
as our target function and make a curve-fitting according to the data in table 1. Then we get the following 
function expression: 
20.136log ( 0.012) 1.364nr n= + +
This is the function relation model between the combat radius and the number of assist planes (can 
be any number) under the case in which the assist plane can only take off once. 
We make error analysis on the model founded. When 
1002 2n = − ,the combat radiuses calculated 
separately by the curve-fitting model and the index recursion model differ less than 1. The experiment 
results sufficiently show that our model is scientific, reasonable, stable and reliable. 
3. Research on Supply Model with multi-times-flight of Refueling Aircrafts 
Assume that every assist plane can take off multiple times. The time that the assist plane land, be 
examined, be repaired, be refueled and take off again equals to that the plane costs when it flies the 
distance of L/12. We still ignore the time that planes cost when they first take off vertically, land 
vertically, swerve in the air or be refueled. Under the assumptions above, we discuss the combat radius. 
3.1  Supply scheme under particular cases 
When n=1, namely, only one assist plane is assigned to proceed the refueling supply, let P represents 
the lead plane and 1P  stands for the assist plane. The supply scheme we designed is: P and 1P  take off 
along the same direction at the same time. 1P  fills P up at the position L/3 and returns to the base. P flies 
to 1R  and then returns. 1P  gets refueled at the base and flies to L/3 to meet P , returning together with P. 
The combat radius calculated by this scheme is 1 5 6R L= . That whether we can achieve this or 
not still needs some more validations about time. 
Time validation: P and 1P  need to finish their own course from the time they separate to the time 
they meet again. And the time they spend are separately: 
t=(5/6-1/3) 2=1×
1t =1/3+1/12+1/3=3/4
Obviously, 1t 1/ 4 0t tΔ = − = > , which indicates that there is enough time for 1P  to adjust itself 
at the base and takes off to meet P at the right time. 
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When n=2, namely, there are two assist planes being assigned to proceed the refueling supply, let 
P represents the lead plane and 1 2,P P  stands for the assist planes. 
The supply scheme is: 1 2, ,P P P  take off along the same direction at the same time. 1P  fills P and
2P  up at L/4 and returns to the base. 2P  fills P up at L/2 and returns to the base. P flies to 2R  and then 
returns. 1P  gets refueled at the base and flies to L/2 to meet P , returning together with P and running 
out of fuel at L/4. 2P  gets refueled at the base and flies to L/4 to meet P and 1P , returning together with 
them. 
The combat radius calculated by this scheme is 2R L=  and the time validation is as follows. 
P and 1P  need to finish their own course from the time they separate to the time they meet again. 
And the time they spend are separately: 
t=(1-1/4) (1 1/ 2)=5/4+ −
1t =1/4+1/12+1/2=5/6
Obviously, 1t 5 /12 0t tΔ = − = > , which indicates that there is enough time for 1P  to adjust 
itself at the base and takes off to meet P at the right time. 
P and 2P  need to finish their own course from the time they separate to the time they meet again. 
And the time they spend are separately: 
t=(1-1/4) (1 1/ 2)=5/4+ −
2t =1/4+1/12+1/2=5/6
Obviously, 2t 5 /12 0t tΔ = − = > , which indicates that there is enough time for 2P  to adjust 
itself at the base and takes off to meet P at the right time. 
3.2. Estimation model under normal cases 
Inspired from the binary tree, we consider solving the problem in symmetry. Since the assist plane 
can take off multiple times, one plane can be regarded as two as long as the time is right. Naturally, we 
can infer that nR  and 2nr  has a close relationship and has a similar value. By comparing the results of the 
experiment, we can see that 3 6R r>  which indicates that 2nr  is smaller than nR  and can be its lower 
bound. 
In addition, as nr  goes infinite with the growing of n, nR  goes infinite with n, too. And the reason 
why nR  is a little bigger than 2nr  is: for the former one, the assist plane can come and go many times to 
perform several refueling tasks, increasing the total amount of the fuel, maximizing the combat as long as 
it satisfies the time restrain. However, the latter one is only regarded as two-times’ coming and going and 
two-times’ refueling. 
Summing up what this chapter says, we get the following table: 
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                   Combat 
radius(lower bound) 
Method   
1R 2R 3R kR 3k >
Inductive Method 5 / 6L L 11 /10L (3 2) / 2( 2)k L k+ +
Symmetric Method 5 / 6L L 10 / 9L 2kr
Table 2: comparing of two estimation models of calculating the combat radius with multi-times-flight 
4. Conclusion 
This article  focuses on an exploratory problem on air refueling and studies grouping aircraft armada, 
controlling the time nodes as well as the amount of fuel to present an optimal solution. The research goes 
from the easy to the difficult and complicated and from the specific to the generic. All of this is to ensure 
that we can get a bigger combat radius.We mainly get the following achievements through the heuristic 
research on mathematical models in this paper. 
a) We propose the function relation expression between the combat radius and the number of assist 
planes by using heuristic inductive modeling under the case of one-time-flight of refueling aircrafts. 
b) We present the lower bound of the combat radius in linear thoughts under the case of multi-flights 
of refueling aircrafts. And a strict proof is given to prove its feasibility. 
c) Also under the case of multi-flights of refueling aircrafts, we investigate the relationship between 
it and the one-time-flight case and we make an effective estimation of the combat radius. 
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